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S. J. Foundation
Dr. S. R. Jindal, a Bangalore based philanthropic industrialist, who always preferred to keep his profile low, founded
the Sitaram Jindal Foundation (SJF) (formerly known as S. J. Jindal Trust) in 1969 with a vision to serve the needy in the
society, placing particular focus on women empowerment, child welfare, quality education and healthcare
at affordable cost. Today SJF is a leading philanthropic institution in India providing a wide range of free services
for transforming the lives of the poor and needy. Guided by the inspiring ideals and values of its Founder, SJF and
its associate Trusts get full financial support of Jindal Aluminium Ltd. (JAL) to run/carry on the following
charitable activities:
1.

Jindal Naturecure Institute (JNI) (formerly INYS),
Bangalore

14. Donations being given to about 650 charitable
organisations every year.

2.

Jindal Public School, Bangalore

3.

Jindal Pre-University College for Women,
Bangalore

15. Scholarships awarded to around 9000 to 14000
students around the year.

4.
5.

Jindal Degree and Post-graduate College for
Women, Bangalore
Mahila Arts & Crafts Charitable Institute,
Bangalore

16. Books donated under Book Donation Scheme to
various colleges.
17. 80 Gold Medals at various Universities and
Colleges in India.

6.

Six institutions at village Nalwa, Haryana.

18. Huge Hospital at Civil Lines, Delhi, established for
poor people (donated to Delhi Govt.)

7.

Sawan Public School (residential), New Delhi
(donated to Radha Soami Satsang, Beas)

19. Free Midday Meals served to more than 7,000
school children through ISKCON, Bangalore.

8.

Manav Charitable Hospital, Bangalore

20. Health Museum established in JNI campus.

9.

Jindal Charitable Hospital, Bangalore

21. Jindal Prize (Award) Scheme - In order to recognise
and encourage individuals /organisations doing
exemplary work, SJF / JAL launched a perpetual
Prize Scheme in 2011. Prize of ` 1 crore each in 7
categories like rural development, peace/social
harmony, crusade against corruption etc. was
announced.
However, due to unexpected
pressure, the scheme had to be discontinued after
two years of excellent operation.

10. Manav Charitable Hospital – Dabaspet near
Bangalore
11. H.S. Bansal Charitable Hospital, Delhi
12. Six Mobile Dispensaries for Rural Areas,
Bangalore
13. 157 School Buildings and various other amenities
like sanitation, potable water etc. provided in
several villages of Karnataka.

View of some of the 157 Schools built by S. J. Foundation in Villages
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The Man & His Mission
Thus SJF, the key flagship charitable Trust that was established in 1969 by Dr. S.R. Jindal with the humble
objective of providing relief to the poor and low income section of the society, has now become a leading
philanthropic institution in India. As the years passed by, several lakhs of people belonging to the weaker
section of the society and a host of charitable institutions (NGOs) like schools, colleges, vocational training
institutions and other educational institutions, hospitals, old age homes, orphanages and other such
institutions have been funded throughout the country, with the financial and other assistance rendered
by SJF / JAL organisations. SJF is an independent entity and has no political, religious or commercial
affiliation. It serves humanity irrespective of caste, creed, colour, religion and so on. SJF has only one
source of inflow of funds, which is and which comes as per need is JAL.

Jindal Aluminium Limited
It will be appropriate to mention a few words about
Jindal Aluminium Limited (JAL), a company which has
been generously supporting SJF since 1970 with
required funds for all its activities. JAL is an unlisted
public company, has an authorised and paid up capital
of ` 102 crores (mostly held by the family), reserves
and surplus of about ` 800 crores, total investment of
` 950 crores (market value is approx. at ` 3000 crores),
annual production of 1,20,000 tons of aluminium
extrusions and rolled products (the largest in India).
The annual turnover of the company is approximately
` 2500 crores including renewable energy i.e. wind and
solar (combined installed capacity of 80 MW), and
sizeable exports. The company is spreading its wings in
the fields of real estate and herbal products
manufacturing. The total workforce deployed in JAL is
2100 and annual salary/perks Bill is around ` 80 crores.

Credit rating assessed by ICRA is A1+ which is the
highest rating. The company is involved in CSR
activities extensively, liberally spending a good portion
of its profit. Dr. Jindal’s grandson, Mr. Pragun Jindal
Khaitan, after graduating from the Wharton School of
Business, University of Pennsylvania, USA, joined the
family business in 2013 and now at the age of 24, is one
of the youngest Managing Directors of a Corporate of
this size. Mr. Pragun has played a vital role in
company’s current position as India’s largest player in
aluminium extrusion manufacturing. The young and
dynamic Managing Director of JAL, Mr. Pragun, is
following the footsteps of Dr. S. R. Jindal and takes keen
interest in extending charitable activities for the
upliftment of the poor, as he too cherishes the policy of
spending good portion of profit of the company for the
cause.

View of JAL Administrative Office
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Promoting Education
A nation’s progress is determined by its

to our Founder’s heart.

Realising the dire

educated and skilled human capital. To this

need of education from poorer section of the

end, SJF has been engaged in imparting

society in rural areas the SJF has setup Jindal

quality education to children by establishing

Public School in Bangalore where about 1750

schools, colleges and industrial training

students get education round the year.

institutes and at the same time, extending

Besides, SJF has established high school,

financial support in the form of scholarships

degree college, ITI and other institutions in

to deserving students who would otherwise

village Nalwa, Founder’s native place in

not have continued their higher education.

Haryana, way back in 1980 to enable the rural

Children belonging to poor families are closer

children get higher and quality education.

Colleges for Higher Studies
With a view to providing opportunity to

science, commerce and arts courses.

t h e r u ra l f e m a l e s t u d e n t s re s i d i n g

The present strength is 1500 students.

in nearby villages to pursue higher

The result has been 98% passes and more

education, Jindal Pre-University and Degree/

than 90% secure first class. There is a great

Post-graduate colleges for women were

demand for admission in these institutions

started in Bangalore. These colleges impart

with huge pressure on the management.

quality education in science, computer

View of Jindal Public School

View of Jindal Degree & Post Graduate College for Women
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Scholarships
SJF has been awarding scholarships since 1969 to the students belonging to the economically weaker
section of the society.

The number of students availing scholarships range from 9000 to 14000

every year depending upon the number of deserving meritorious students for higher studies every year.
Girl students and physically challenged/ disabled students are given preference and higher amount of
scholarship. The scholarship amount varies from ` 700 to ` 4000 per month per student based on the
type of the academic course and its duration, subject to satisfactory progress reports.

Course-wise Scholarships Awarded
Throughout India in last 2 years
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Book Donation Scheme

View of College at Nalwa, Haryana

SJF introduced during early 1990 a Book
Donation Scheme under which numerous
reference books on different subjects are
supplied free to a number of schools and
colleges for the benefit of the poor students.
This Book Donation Scheme is managed by
the college/ school authorities themselves
under the check of the SJF’s personnel.
SJF has so far donated books in 300 colleges
worth ` 50 lakhs and targetting donating
in 1000 colleges worth ` 2 crores.

Mahila Arts & Crafts Charitable Institute
Mahila Arts & Crafts Charitable Institute was
started in 1990 at Bangalore to impart
vocational skills to women from rural areas
with poor economic background due to lack
of education. This scheme offers free of cost
training in tailoring, embroidery, tie-and-dye,
typing, shorthand, computer education,
beautician course, English speaking course
and so on to women who are either helpless,
destitutes or economically backward so that
they may become independent and use the
training gained to earn their livelihood.
Additionally, a stipend of ` 300/- per month is
paid to the trainees of tailoring & embroidery
classes. The institute also donates sewing
machines and beautician kits to the poor and
needy women to enable them start earning
on their own in their respective villages or get
job without much difficulty. About 500
women/girls are getting training every year.
The trainees passing out from this institution
are provided certificates & diplomas. By that
most of them are getting suitable jobs. Such
vocational training institute has also been
started at our Dabaspet Factory during 2017
to serve the poor. In such a short span of
about 3 months, nearly 100 girl students are
taking benefit of new facilities.

View of Mahila Arts & Crafts Charitable Institute

View of Computer Education
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Donations
SJF gives immense importance to the services being rendered by charitable NGOs and
encourages their activities through financially supporting their recurring and non-recurring
expenditure. About 650 charitable organisations across the country are given donations from
SJF every year regularly with proper monitoring.

Details of Donations in the last 2 years
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A JNI Publication on Drugless Cures
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Glimpses of (JNI) - Bangalore

View of Sawan Bagh

View of Deluxe Nest

View of Yoga Session

View of Flower Garden

View of Utilities

View of Diet Centre
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Health Museum (Educative)
Spreading Health Awareness

As a sequel to Jindal Naturecure Institute (JNI)
philosophy, a Health Museum (Educative)
has been established in JNI campus, in
pursuance of the vision of Dr.S.R.Jindal,
the Founder of JNI. It is a part of his
commitment to spread health awareness
and drugless healing in the society. The
Museum, with an air-conditioned area of
8420 sq.ft. is unique in its purpose and
service.
Health Museum endeavours to explain the
anatomy of our body systems, their
functions, the root causes of diseases and
how to live naturally without taking drugs and
medicines, within the framework of the
universal natural laws of health and thereby,
to help the patients enrich their knowledge
about their own health and to lead them to a
happy, disease-free long life by following
proper lifestyle.
The central attraction of the Health
Museum is ‘Hero’, a digitally controlled model
of transparent material which represents

human body with visible inside organs,
described in a film in animation.
Surrounding the Hero Zone are other zones
earmarked for various systems, their
functions disorder and remedy. Those
zones are - oral and dental health,
substance abuse, heart and circulatory
system, nervous system and brain,
urinary system, respiratory system,
digestive system, skeletal system, besides
zones devoted to diabetes mellitus,
nature cure for various diseases,
naturopathic treatments and naturopathic
news, yoga and nutrition. In addition,
there is a wonderful auditorium to show
high end animation films on body systems
and systematic failure due to our adoption
of bizarre and hazardous lifestyle. All these
clearly show that a natural way of life is the
best and safest, and there is no other way
out. As the name suggests, a visit to this
centre will educate as to how to remain
healthy and without drugs.
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Manav Charitable Hospital (MCH) - Bangalore
Manav Charitable Hospital (an allopathy hospital) at Jindal Nagar, Bangalore was established in
1990 by SJF to serve the suffering poor in rural areas. The hospital is well staffed and fully
equipped with C.T. Scan, Ultrasound, X-ray, Lab., 2D echo, Feco Emulsifier with advanced
operating microscope etc., Physiotherapy, OT, Acupuncture, besides other latest equipments
imported from US and Germany. About 2000 patients are treated with free medicines daily,
including 220 by Dentists and 400 by Ophthalmologists / Surgeons.

View of Manav Charitable Hospital

Rural Health Care
In order to serve rural people where medical
services has not yet reached, SJF has started
6 mobile medical vans of which 2 vans are
specialised in treatment of eye and dental care.
These mobile vans cover
almost 125 villages in a
week and treat about
1000 patients daily at
their door steps free of
cost. Further, nearly 150
patients per week avail the facility of 2 dedicated
eye and dental vans free of cost.

Treatment inside Mobile Van
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Manav Charitable Hospital - Dabaspet (Bangalore)
This hospital was recently started at Dabaspet (40 km away from Bangalore Factory of JAL) for the
benefit of local poor. On an average 150 patients are availing treatment daily here. Apart from 2
full time general doctors, full time dental facility and full time physiotherapy facility, consulting
specialists in skin care, gynaecology, paediatrics visit this hospital. There is a plan to set up a fullfledged hospital in Dabaspet with modern medical equipments like Manav Charitable Hospital
at Bangalore.

Jindal Charitable Hospital, Rajajinagar, Bangalore
Jindal Charitable Hospital at Rajajinagar, Bangalore was setup in 1987 to cater to the
health care needs of the urban poor. On an average about 500 patients avail its health care
services daily. The hospital has a team of over 30 doctors and is equipped with X-ray, ECG,
Ultrasound, minor OT facilities, besides a physiotherapy centre. Consultations and medicines
are provided free of cost to the patients.

View of OPD Facility at Jindal Charitable Hospital

H.S. Bansal Charitable Hospital - New Delhi
SJF has established and is running this hospital in Vasant Kunj, New Delhi, since 2003
catering to the health care needs of the urban poor free of cost. About 500 patients are
benefiting every day.
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Statement of various Charitable / Welfare Activities done by Dr. Sitaram Jindal
during last 10 years through his Companies and Trusts spending major portion of
the income/profit for the poor without any grant/financial help from any quarter/Govt.

Messages from India’s most eminent personalities
on Jindal Naturecure Institute (JNI)
1.

Dr.APJ Abdul Kalam, Former President of India
in his Message on “Nature Cure : A way of life”
authored by Dr. Sitaram Jindal:
It is natural to be healthy. Millions are born
healthy and strong and they can stay as such by
living in accordance with the provisions of nature.
Nature cure is a constructive method of
treatment based on the belief that whatever is
required to remove the basic cause of disease is
freely available in nature. This book brings out
that violation of the natural laws result in
abnormal condition of the body called disease.

2.

I am glad that Dr.Sitaram Jindal has taken up this
project. He deserves our congratulations. I wish
him well.
5.

Our stay has done us immense good.
Dr.S.R.Jindal has carved out a place for himself in
the industrial world but his gift to the nation in the
form of this institution marks him as a man of
vision, dedication and commitment to human
values.
6.

Shri Giani Zail Singh, Former President of India:

Shri Atal Behari Vajpayee, Former Prime
Minister of India:
The ten days I spent at the Institute of
Naturopathy & Yogic Sciences (now JNI) will
always glitter like a bright star on the canvas of
my memories. In fact, this Institute is not a
hospital but an ashram, which nature has
adorned with a beautiful landscape and
flowering gardens, embellishing the entire
atmosphere. Nature cure can be considered a
better system compared to other branches of
medicine since drugs are not used to eliminate
disease. I congratulate Dr. Sitaram Jindal for
establishing this Institute.

4.

Shri Chandra Shekhar, Former Prime Minister
of India
I am grateful to my friend Viren Shah, who
compelled me and Piloo Modi to come to this
institution today, where we would see for
ourselves the excellent work being done in the
service of mankind. Nature is sympathetic to
man. We invite many of our complications
ourselves when we ignore the laws of nature.

Dr. Manmohan Singh, Former Prime Minister of
India:
“Dr. Jindal is one of those who has strived hard to
live up to the Gandhian ideal of being a trustee of
our society’s and nation’s assets. I hope people
like Dr.Jindal will inspire other business leaders to
engage in philanthropic activity”.
Dr.Jindal
spends quality time and huge funds for various
social and charitable activities. He is instrumental
in establishing and running several charitable
institutions in the field of education, health, social
welfare etc. (Uday India Vol. II No. 14, New Delhi
dated 19th March, 2011).

I am extremely happy to be at the Institute of
Naturopathy and Yogic Sciences ( Jindal
Naturecure Institute) today. I had heard about
this excellent Institute and it is heartening to note
that it is a charitable one and serves people from
all walks of life. The activities conducted here are
thought provoking and one feels satisfied at the
conclusion of treatment. I feel everyone should
visit this place and take advantage of the facilities
on offer. I compliment Dr.Jindal for his vision.
3.

Shri I. K. Gujral, Former Prime Minister of India

7.

Shri H.D. Deve Gowda, Former Prime Minister of
India:
I have known Dr. Sitaram Jindal for over two
decades as an industrialist and philanthropist
doing yeoman service for rural poor. His services
have been widely acclaimed by the villagers who
are grateful to him in the areas of education,
health, drinking water supply etc. He went ahead
to do more by establishing the Institute of
Naturopathy & Yogic Sciences (now JNI) at
Bangalore, a modern drugless naturopathy
hospital, allopathy hospitals, an excellent public
school, college and several charitable institutions.
As a commendable example of practicing what
one preaches, he adopted 150 villages in the state
where he totally financed and constructed
primary and higher secondary schools including
sending mobile dispensaries for health care. This
is a commendable work of bringing education
and health to the doorsteps of villagers who were
deprived of these basic amenities. India needs
more such men and I pray almighty to shower
long life and best of health.
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Dr. Sitaram Jindal’s views
(i)

The principles of naturopathy are very
simple but little hard to follow for the people
who are not health conscious as it needs
faith, patience and self-control or will power,
because naturopathy is a slow process
though sure for curing various diseases,
including some incurable ones, provided
the patient extends full cooperation.

(ii) If the Government establishes and runs
even only one Naturopathy & Yoga Hospital in
each of 650 districts in India which will
require an insignificant investment/
expenditure compared to huge money being
spent annually on allopathy and other
branches, I can assure that most of the
hospitals which are over-crowded today will
be half empty and the people will enjoy very
healthy and happy life with better efficiency
without any monetary strain.
(iii) Wealthy class should remove the wrong
notion that they can buy health with their
wealth.
As a matter of fact, first they
accumulate wealth by losing health and
subsequently when they realise that they
have lost health, they spend wealth in order
to regain their health, but then it may be too
late. For them the best thing is to change
their lifestyle by following the principles of
nature so that manipulators cannot dare
exploit them, but unfortunately, ego and bad
influence/habits are the barriers.
(iv) F o l l o w i n g w o r d s a r e h i s p o p u l a r
contributions:
(a) “Nature protects - you do not fall ill
unless you betray her”.
(b) “Nature is the best healer”
(c) “Nature cure is a slow procedure but
sure”
(d) “Naturopathy demands faith, patience
and self control”.
(e) “Nature cure & Yoga are like two wheels
of a cart”.
(f) “ N a t u ro p a t h y h e a l s w h i l e y o g a
maintains”.

(v) I think if organisations donate say 10 percent
or even five percent of their net profit for
social causes; it will alleviate poverty
which is the biggest menace in the country.
The wealth in our country is imbalanced and
the gap between the rich and the poor is very
wide and rapidly widening which must be
narrowed. We business people being selfish
by nature would not do any such service
unless compelled by law, though it hardly
affects their overall profitability or
functioning.
The community should introspect and realise
the miserable plight of the rural and poor
people and do their best for them. I believe
the God Almighty will shower more grace for
serving the poor and deserving.
(vi) We the business community particularly
corporate houses and the rich, should
resolve to spend a reasonable portion of our
income for the benefit of the downtrodden,
poor and needy, as they are God-sent and He
Himself resides in them. This is our moral
responsibility. When you are successful, you
must give back to the society. Society gives us
so much we must reciprocate.
We have 6,00,000 villages in our country
where mostly poor people are living; on the
other hand there are thousands of profit
making industries in the country (large and
medium size). If Government makes it
mandatory by passing the required law for
these industries to adopt 5 - 100 villages each
according to their size and capacity to provide
basic amenities in these villages like potable
water, health care, education, sanitation etc.,
all the people living in the villages will come
out of the poverty whereas industrialists will
lose nothing.
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